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This manuscript looks to understand sources of uncertainty in monthly seasonal snow
cover trends, particularly that from selection of dataset, time series length, choice of
reference period, and dataset adjustment. A motivating factor is to have snow cover
trends be better characterized for climate assessments such as the Arctic Report Card and
IPCC reports. The results demonstrate how dataset choice impacts snow cover trends, and
I think a study like this is important, particularly to have more robust results in climate
assessments. However, some edits are needed before this manuscript is ready to be
accepted.

 

Line 29: You mention that unlike sea ice, snow disappears in the Arctic every summer.
You should clarify that snow permanent snow/ice remains in glaciers. Further, how are
glacier areas handled in this study? I did not see that mentioned.
Line 45: Does the IPCC assessment break down the confidence level by month or
season? If so, are all months of changes to Arctic snow cover extent ‘high confidence’
or is there variability throughout the year?
Line 67: Please add references. Many studies/reviews have given examples of why/how
snow is so difficult to measure, model, remotely sense.
Lines 95-99: It’s unclear to me here which (both?) version of the NOAA-CDR you are
using, whether the 180 km or the 24 km one.
Line 90: I believe the GlobSnow products (not sure about CCI) mask out alpine areas.
Is that correct? Did you mask out alpine areas from the other datasets, too? If not, how
much land is included in MERRA2, for example, that is excluded from the GlobSnow
products? Further, it could be helpful to have an additional figure that maps what land
areas are included in the analysis, assuming alpine and/or glacier areas are excluded.
Line 103: Did you test the sensitivity of the selected 5 mm SWE threshold for
determining snow extent? If so, please include a few statements on that. If not, was
there a reason you selected 5 mm?
Table 1: Do any of the Snow Cover Extent products have a SWE/depth limit for when



they consider a grid cell to be snow covered? If so, please include a mention and
reference to that.
Figure 3: Any thoughts for why the JASMES product has much more negative October
SCE change than the other products?
Line 233: Dataset Adjustments is missing its subsession number/heading
Line 274: Figure 5 makes it seem like June’s average impact of reference year is below
3%, maybe only 2%. Am I reading the figure incorrectly?
Line 274: -1 should be an exponent here
Line 276: For some datasets, there is an effect in the fall months. Consider saying that
there is no net effect on average for all the products.
Figure 5: The y axis indicates the opposite that is mentioned in the caption. It's labeled
that positive values mean a weaker change and negative values mean a stronger
change. Can you clarify which one it is?
Line 364: Could you include a figure or more text to describe what could be missed by
only considering monthly trends instead of daily trends?
Line 384: Are the Brown data products available to download?
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